
Snow Skiing
	 Snow skiing came late in my life. I had learned to water ski before 

graduating from high school. Not until law school did I have my first 

invitation to go downhill skiing. Fortunately it rained that weekend, 

because I was totally unprepared for the frosty slopes. Only as a lawyer 

did I venture onto the hard packed snow.


	 As an attorney for the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 

Resources, I worked in an office full of outdoor enthusiasts. I learned that 

outdoor winter sports required long underwear and down parkas. With 

proper clothing, I donned long wooden slats for cross country skiing. A 

group from work had selected a trail in the Laurel Highlands, a two-hour 

drive from Pittsburgh where we worked and lived. 


	 The toes of our boots were clamped to the middle of the long slats. 

Pushing down with one leg and lounging forward with the other produced 

a short glide through the snow. Repeating the motion with the opposite 

foot kept the glide going. Eventually, my body adopted the rhythmic 

shifting of weight from one leg to the other that skaters used to propel 

them across the ice. 


	 Moving forward became a smooth easy motion. Making a turn was 

anything but smooth and easy. Crossing the tips of the skis proved fatal, 



plunging me into the snow. Returning to an upright position required 

strength and determination because the skis remained attached to the 

boots. Short, shuffling steps produced a turn and the smooth forward 

motion resumed. Moving downhill proved more of a challenge. Pushing 

out the backs of the skis formed a snow plow that could negotiate small 

slopes. Longer hills meant sitting back on the skis - a technique not for 

reducing speed but for reducing the distance of a fall.


	 The trail through the snow covered woods was pretty, but also full of 

hills and turns. After little more than an hour I was ready for lunch. We 

picked a spot by a fallen log where several could sit. Anxious to get the 

skis off my feet, I released the toe clamps fifteen feet from the log. 

Immediately I fell into snow up to my waist. The skis had kept me inches 

below the top of the snow. Without the skis, I had no hope of getting back 

to the cabin where we would spend the night. That left no doubt that I 

would be skiing for the rest of the afternoon.


	 The lunch break was short. The cross country skiing quickly 

generated heat. Hats came off and parkas zipped open to keep from 

getting overheated. Stopping to eat allowed the cold to return to resting 

limbs. Getting warm required getting back into motion.




	 Gliding through the woods more than compensated for the rigors of 

that first trip. Cross country skiing became my favorite winter sport and I 

enjoyed many trips during my twelve-year stay in Pittsburgh. 


	 Downhill skiing proved more difficult. Seven Springs and Hidden 

Valley were the ski resorts near Pittsburgh. My first trip to Seven Springs 

was daunting. My stomach churned even before I reached the resort. 

Expensive ski outfits filled the changing room. I rented skis and boots and 

headed for the beginners slope in my down parka. A tow rope took me up 

a small hill and desperation brought me back down. Only by falling to the 

side was I able to control my downhill speed. A ski lesson taught me how 

to snow plow, but falling over was the brake of last resort.


	 Hidden Valley was more relaxed. Many skiers lacked the expensive 

outfits. The beginner slopes were less steep and my snow plow proved 

more effective than at Seven Springs.


	 Determined to master downhill skiing, I decided to take a February 

ski vacation at Killington, Vermont. A week of lessons taught me to make a 

series of S-turns down a challenging slope. My skill increased so that I no 

longer needed to use my body as a brake. The next season, I returned to 

Vermont and took lessons at Sugarbush. Learning to carve a turn and 

swivel the skis to stop, made the sport much easier on my body. 




	 A return to Killington marked the beginning of the end. After a 

morning of skiing, I hit an icy patch that stopped my skis. My bindings 

released my boots, but I fell upon my left ankle and broke my leg. 

Undaunted, I skied the next two seasons before moving to Harrisburg.


	 Ski Round Top was the closest resort in Harrisburg. Unfortunately, I 

only managed to get there once a season. I would spend the morning 

trying to relearn my skiing skills, leaving the afternoon devoid of energy 

and risking injury. Not wanting another broken leg, my downhill skiing 

came to an end. Opportunities for cross country skiing also disappeared, 

thus ending my excursions through the snow. 


	 No longer a lawyer, I do not even think of skiing. I leave to younger 

bodies both the thrills and the falls.
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